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Rescue Tube Initiative
It started on Kauai
More people have died on Kauai in the ocean
than on the highways.
It’s hard to imagine, but it’s true.
Hawaii, “The Drowning Capital of the US”

We needed to do even more

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Why Us?

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Rescue Tubes are personal floatation devices
available to the public 24/7
to stabilize swimmers in distress
while they either wait for rescue by lifeguards
or find their way to shore

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Graphic safety instructions
on every Rescue Tube
Spanish version
(Japanese and
Chinese coming)

rescuetubefoundation.org

Rescue Tube Initiatives

Over 230 installed Rescue Tube Stations

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Over 130 successful
Documented rescues

July 5: Randy Mahuiki made use of the after-hours Haena Beach Park Tower tube to make a rescue. Apparently he
does this on a fairly regular basis, after Lifeguards have gone off-duty.
July 15: Anahola Lifeguard Kai Weidemeyer reported to me the use of an Anahola rescue tube for an after-hours
rescue.

Known Rescue Tube saves – as of 11/4/15

July 21: John Tyler talked with a young man who has used the Lumahai River Mouth Rescue Tube twice in the last
few weeks.
July 24: Hanalei Rotarian Robert Dickstein talked with a man who recently used a rescue tube for a rescue. At this
time I’m not clear as to the locale of this incident.

*** Notes an event in which it’s known to be highly likely that one or more lives***would
have
Late August 2010. (Reported to me by Vicki Sterne). After the Kealia Lifeguard tower had closed and pretty
much in front of the tower, 3 visitors were pulled out and were struggling and waving for help. Vicki and one other
been lost were a rescue tube not present.
man were on the beach. The man grabbed the rescue tube that is kept hanging on the Tower and he went out and

2008:

1

stabilized the 3. One of the 3 (a woman) was close to drowning, the other two appeared to be in reasonable control
of themselves and the situation. After everyone regrouped by hanging onto the tube, the rescuer used the tube to get
her back in while the two others treaded water – then he went out and helped them back in.
September 25: A woman got swept out to sea by a rip in Haena. A man on the beach grabbed a rescue tube, but
before he could plunge in, another man with a surfboard “beat him to it”, and he was the one who made the rescue.
The Lifeguards called me to tell me how impressed they were by the presence of our Haena rescue tubes. One

could
makd
a case for calling this ½ of a rescue, but since there’s no such thing we’re calling it a resue.
Report of the successful use of a rescue tube at Larsen’s (Back in the pre-post days, tube just hanging
on
a tree).

2009:

7 (people affected by deployment)

*** September 28: A man from Seattle got pulled out by a rip at the far end of Anini Beach. His friend went in after
him and now both were in severe trouble. Happily an off-duty fireman, Micah Thayer, grabbed our rescue tube and
got out to the two men. They all held onto the float until the Hanalei JetSki (activated by a 911 call) came
screaming around the corner and brought the 3 men safely into shore.

2011
February – Hanalei Fire fighters reported the successful use of a rescue tube at Camp Naue.
***July – Dr. Michael Ancharski uses Larsen’s tube to save family of 3, one at a time.

11 (people affected by deployment)

Feb. 24 – I did maintenance today on the 4 Moloa’a tubes today. (They were in good shape). A man who lives in a
beach house came up to me and said “You know, this tube has been used twice in the last couple of months.” (One

Feb. 2nd – Rescue tube used at Lae Nani by a lay rescuer, near-victim safely on shore by the time Fire Dept. arrived
of the 4 tubes is perfectly placed at the main rip, that’s the one he meant).
on scene.

*** August – A fella named Jessie talked with myself and Branch Lotpseich and described a life-or-death rescue that
he pulled off about a week prior, at Kealia Beach after the Lifeguard Tower had closed. A woman was in desperate
*** Feb. 9th – Rescue tube used at Anini Beach, far end. Aukai Lee (fire captain who responded) says “the woman
straights. He grabbed a rescue tube and got her to shore safely. We were hoping to get him to videotape his
was dead for sure without the rescuer and the tube.”
description, but he was too bashful.

be
Feb. 12 th – Rescue tube used at Nukoli’i to help 2 snorkelers who weren’t yet in trouble but who seemed to October
30– I heard a grapevine but reliable sounding report (I heard it from 2 different sources) about a 5 or 6 year

heading that way. The rescuer very calmly and dutifully took a tube, put on her fins, and headed out to the old girl being saved by someone who used a newly-installed Kapa’a Rotary rescue tube, in front of the Kauai Beach
*** August – A Polish son uses the Larsen’s tube to attempt to rescue his father. Sadly, the father had
drowned,
snorkelers
and guidedbut
them back in.
Boy Hotel.
the son hung onto the tube and he at least was saved by a Lifeguard jetski that came around from Hanalei.
October
swept12 -- Branch Lotspeich witnessed a man grab the rescue tube at Waiohai to go out and help a swimmer in
*** Feb. 17 th – Another big-time save at Anini, far end (“back channel”) A 63 year old man from Texas was
distress.
out and on his last gasps. A man from Little Rock grabbed the tube and got out to him – and they both awaited
the It so happens that someone on a surfboard beat our man to it.
Hanalei Jetski which came around and got them in to shore. I got to meet the Texan in the ER – he was already back
to normal but reported to me “In my whole life I have never experienced a moment to compare with when the
rescuer showed up with a tube. I was ready to go down.”

*** December – A brother used the Secret Beach tube to attempt to rescue his brother. Again sadly, the one brother
had drowned, but the rescuer hung onto the tube and was later himself rescued by a Hanalei Lifeguard jetski.
Report made to John Tyler of the successful use of a rescue tube at Hanakapia’i.

2010:

17 (people affected by usage)

*** March 27 – A father uses the Hanakapia’i tube to maneuver himself, his 12 year old son and his 10 year old son
onto a ledge in a cave down the coast. Treacherous conditions. A lengthy, skillful, and dangerous rescue by
Lifeguards and Firefighters resulted in all 3 being extracted from the cave and saved. (Rescue tube hanging on
vegetation, post-set-up not yet in place. Lifeguards, at the end of the rescue, returned the Rescue Tube to its hangout).
April 22 – Report from Fire Capt. Lee: A local man in his 20's somehow ended up in the ocean at Queens Bath.
(Not sure if he got knocked in or if he fell in). He (wrongly) attempted to climb back up, but the waves were
injuring him and he couldn’t do it. So he (rightly) swam out – and his friend jumped in with the Queens Bath
Rescue tube. They worked their way to Hideaways and emerged safely.

2012

21 (people affected by deployment)

* * * January 12: Tyler Hale, Lifeguard, reported talking to a women who got to Waikoko end of Lumahai Beach
just in time to witness a man bringing in a woman with the help of rescue tube stationed there. She runs the Taco
stand at Black Pot, I forget her name. Branch and I also talked with her about this rescue, a week or so later.
*** January 20 Rotarian Kopa, not able to charge into the surf himself, ingeniously tied a rope to a rescue tube
strap and used the rip current to float the tube out to 2 women who couldn’t get in against the rip current at Anahola
Beach.
** * February 6th: And another big-time save at the far (north) end of Anini. Our busiestrdstation. A woman got
December 3 : Lifeguard Eric Pereza reported to me, in a conversation, that a dew months ago
sucked out and was in dire straights. Her husband, not a strong swimmer, felt confident with the rescue tube and
he was
driving
P.K.’s
and saw
went out to her, saving her life. Another man went in to help bring in the two
of them,
he tooby
ended
up hanging
ontoa woman in distress, out in the water and waving her arms. He
the (yellow) rescue tube, no way to come in against the current. They all 3jumped
hung outout
holding
ontocar,
the saw
tube until
of his
the the
rescue tube right there, grabbed it and rescued her.
Jetski screamed in from Hanalei Tower and got them into shore. I had the honor of meeting the wife and husband
afterward – They were very very thankful, they thought they’d lost her.

December 5 Lifeguard Greg Stutzer told me about an AirForce man who grabbed 2 rescue tubes

***April 4: A woman/ER patient described to me how, about a year ago, she and her husband were at Moloa’a Bay
atthe
Hanakapiai
andhusband
rescuedgrabbed
2 people
who had been pulled out, about a week ago. Got them to
when they heard screaming, and saw 2 children who had been pulled out in
rip current. The
a
rescue tube and went out and stabilized them. Soon a strong surfer pulledrocks
them all
into shore.
down
the coast. Then a tour boat picked them up and brought them all – including rescue

tubes – back to Hanalei. Greg’s friend hiked the tubes back to Hanakapiai and re-fitted them.

April 10: George Simpson, one of our Fire Commissioners, reported to me that a couple of months he himself
grabbed a rescue tube, at “The Cape” in Hanalei Bay, and used it to help pull in an elderly man who had been pulled
out in a rip – after Lifeguard hours.
December 25th Remarkable rescue

of honeymooners Chris Yan (csyanosis) and Angie Huang at

Kealia
beach,Heby
the rivermouth.
A man named Billy Williams (652-3222) got things started
***May 15: Bill Prinzig had a conversation with Eric Speyer, former Junior
Lifegaurd.
described,
amongst
other rescues he’s performed, a rescue a few months ago in which he usedwith
the Sheraton
rescue
tube
to save
a rescue
tube
(used
it atoman
pull in Angie who was face down), then Lifeguards/Fire/MICT’s/
who otherwise would have drowned.

ER/ICU got involved, including CPR (on Angie). HAPPY ENDING for all and a happy ending

a difficult
June 2 – At Poipu Rotary Meeting, Renata (from YWCA) told me and Billfor
Prinzing
about a2013.
friend of hers who was
pulled out to sea at Polihale, then was helped back to shore by someone who activated
It woulda rescue
have tube.
been a lot more

*** Early May -- Jim Ingham, Haena Beach Park Lifeguard, called to a rescue situation in the lagoon in front of
Hanalei Colony Resort. Near-victim and lay rescuer were hanging onto the rescue tube, Jim pulled them safely to
shore.
June 29: Larsen’s tube used. A man was swept out. Another man grabbed the tube and went out after him. The
would-be victim actually released from the rip, regained control of himself, and made it back in unaided over the
reef. The rescuer made use of the tube to himself get back to safety, and we’re counting him as a save.

difficult were it not for rescue tubes.

2014 = 20 people affected by deployment
andin
stabilized
someone who
had been pulled out. The Lifeguards (as so often occurs) appeared
NOTE: There is always ambiguity
not knowing
whether
and “mopped
got everyone back to shore safely.
the rescuers (8/14 and 8/20) might have
gotten up”
into, i.e.
desperate
trouble trying to save the near-victims.
I.e. one
deployment
12/4 Sherry
Lauer,
State Trauma =
Coordinator, reported to me (in converstation at Kate
one person affected, or 2?
Machorek’s KauaiSplash2014) that she presonnally has used the Brennecke’s rescue tube 4
times, to perform a rescue. Her husband used the Shipwreck’s tube to perform a rescue. So, add
to in
thefront
ledger.
March: Family of 3 saved by a man using a rescue tube
of Mediterranean Gourmet
restaurant in Haena. Branch has quite a story to tell about this.
And yesterday Ken Terhaggen told me that he witnessed one of the Kakalau rescue tubes
June 11: 12 year old asthmatic Westside girl dove in from
Hanaleiwhen
pier and
was immediately
deployed,
a zodiac
dropped offinsome passengers in the water, who then needed to swim to
airway panic, life-threatening. 2 astute young friends shore.
threw inOne
a rescue
tube,got
theninjumped
in
of them
bad trouble,
and was rescued by someone using a rescue tube.
themselves. By the time the Lifeguards got to the scene things were nice and stable. One of the
Lifeguards, Chris Pico, was clear to me that without the rescue tube and her friends’ fast action
12/22 “From the jaws of death” save at Queens Bath. Bert Cho, 27 year old man from
she would have died.

Maryland, got washed off the rocks. His twin brother Max had spotted a rescue tube on their

hike
in.who
Keeping
onoff
Bert
8/12 Lifeguard Greg Stutzer told me about a man in his
40’s
fell intohis
theeye
ocean
thehe sent someone to grab the tube, then tossed it into his brother,
who
hung
onto
it forface-down
dear life in
even
Queens Bath ledge a couple of weeks ago. The 911 call
went
our for
a man
the as the waves were pounding him into the cliffs. 911
activated, Firefighter Joy Simpson arrived and jumped into the wash (with fins and his buckle-up
rescue tube), he “clipped up” Bert and swam him out , and ultimately the Jetski came around
from Hanalei and “cleaned up the mess” -- i.e. got everybody safely to shore. Bert spent a
couple of days in the hospital, recovering from multiple bruises.
Email: mcho@sportautomotive.com. Phone = 443-474-2278. (By hi s permission).

2015 -- 18 people
1/3/15 John Ferris came up to me at Tire Warehouse on 1/5 and told me that 2 days earlier
someone got pulled out in a rip in the stretch near the Haena YMCA. 2 people (including Pierce
Brosnan’s wife) went in after him – and next thing they were in serious trouble. A 4th person
grabbed the rescue tube, went out and got everyone stabilized and they made it back to shore
before the Jestki arrived.
1/6/15 Paul Stoeber, a man from Austria in his 30’s, got pulled into the Secret Beach “washing
machine” water. 2 men went in after him and immediately were in desperate trouble. A local
waterman was on the trail and heard the screaming and he ran down, grabbed the rescue tube
(not sure if he had fins), got everyone stabilized – and ultimately our AWESOME Hanalei

No rescuer injured
No adverse events for those rescued

Rescue Tube Initiatives

Rescue Tube Foundation shop
Kilauea, Kauai

rescuetubefoundation.org

Rescue Tube Initiatives

Easy installation

Rescue Tube Initiatives

The Rotary Club of Hanalei Bay
installed 23 Rescue Tube Stations
on Hanalei Bay, Kauai
in one morning

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Pacific Missile Range Facility
Barking Sands
Naval Base, Kauai

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Around the islands

Rescue Tube Initiatives

Even canoes need Rescue Tubes

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Sometimes there are questionable innovations

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Why do we do it?

Newlyweds saved
by Good Samaritan using a Rescue Tube
Kealia Beach, Kauai
Christmas Eve 2013

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Family of 5 rescued by
off‐duty Firefighter, Jeff Maki
using two Rescue Tubes
Pololu Valley, Hawaii
2014

Rescue Tube Initiatives

Sons saved by their father using a Rescue Tube
Hanakapiai Beach, Kauai
April 2010

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Not all remote situations
are appropriate for Rescue Tubes
In 2016 on Secret’s Beach, Kauai
bystanders waited for
Firefighters to respond
rather than risk additional life
in the heavy surf

Rescue Tube Initiatives

Couple pulled out at Larsen’s Beach, Kauai
Husband saved by Good Samaritan using a Rescue Tube
Wife saved by Firefighters
July 25, 2016

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Harold Sperazza
Larsen’s Beach Rescue Tube save
July 25, 2016
“Quite frankly, I thought I was drowning. All of the sudden,
out of nowhere, is this guy with a
Rescue Tube. He was just there.”
“This guy saved my life. I’m not melodramatic,
but this guy absolutely saved my life.”
the Garden island Newspaper

“Once I got ahold of that thing,
I was able to calm down”

Rescue Tube Initiatives
A Rescue Tube can keep swimmers alive until lifeguards arrive
especially on unguarded beaches

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Where are they today?
Kauai
Hawaii

Maui

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Where else are they?
Navarre, FL
Cape Fear, NC
and
Emerald Isle, NC

In planning
• Monterey, CA
• Panama City, FL
• Coos Bay, OR

• Kyoto, Japan
• Taipei, China
• and many more

Custer Lake, SD

Rescue Tube Initiatives
What does it take to start a Rescue Tube Program?
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the needs, remote beaches first
Consult with local lifeguard departments
Coordinate with local authorities and colleagues
Resolve liability issues, County and DLNR
Seek community support

•
•
•
•
•

Acquire initial funding and plan for the long term
Create a Rescue Tube placement and priority strategy
Plan installation schedule
Implement a regular maintenance program
Spread the word, get press

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Press and Recognition

Rescue Tube Initiatives
Started on Kauai, there are now over
20 communities Worldwide using Rescue Tube Stations
or in the planning stages
Hawaii is looked to as a world leader in water safety
and this is just another example of
how we made our waters safer

Rescue Tube Initiatives
It’s simple

Rescue Tubes Save Lives!

